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Learning Communities

How Do You Define a Community?

Gregory S. Williams & Richard E. West

Editor’s note

The following article was first published under an open license in Educational Technology Research and
Development with the following citation:

West, R. E. & Williams, G. (2018). I don’t think that word means what you think it means: A proposed framework
for defining learning communities. Educational Technology Research and Development. Available online at
https://edtechbooks.org/-hA.

A strong learning community “sets the ambience for life-giving and uplifting experiences necessary to advance an
individual and a whole society” (Lenning and Ebbers 1999); thus the learning community has been called “a key feature
of 21st century schools” (Watkins 2005) and a “powerful educational practice” (Zhao and Kuh 2004). Lichtenstein
(2005) documented positive outcomes of student participation in learning communities such as higher retention rates,
higher grade point averages, lower risk of academic withdrawal, increased cognitive skills and abilities, and improved
ability to adjust to college. Watkins (2005) pointed to a variety of positive outcomes from emphasizing the development
of community in schools and classes, including higher student engagement, greater respect for diversity of all students,
higher intrinsic motivation, and increased learning in the areas that are most important. In addition, Zhao and Kuh
(2004) found learning communities associated with enhanced academic performance; integration of academic and
social experiences; gains in multiple areas of skill, competence, and knowledge; and overall satisfaction with the college
experience.

Because of the substantial learning advantages that research has found for strong learning communities, teachers,
administrators, researchers, and instructional designers must understand how to create learning communities that
provide these benefits. Researchers and practitioners have overloaded the literature with accounts, studies, models, and
theories about how to effectively design learning communities. However, synthesizing and interpreting this scholarship
can be difficult because researchers and practitioners use different terminology and frameworks for conceptualizing the
nature of learning communities. Consequently, many become confused about what a learning community is or how to
measure it.
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In this chapter we address ways learning communities can be operationalized more clearly so research is more
effective, based on a thorough review of the literature described in our other article (West & Williams, 2017).

Defining Learning Communities
Knowing what we mean when we use the word community is important for building understanding about best
practices. Shen et al. (2008) concluded, “[H]ow a community of learners forms and how social interaction may foster a
sense of community in distance learning is important for building theory about the social nature of online learning” (p.
18). However, there is very little agreement among educational researchers about what the specific definition of a
learning community should be. This dilemma is, of course, not unique to the field of education, as rural sociologists
have also debated for decades the exact meaning of community as it relates to their work (Clark 1973; Day and
Murdoch 1993; Hillery 1955).

In the literature, learning communities can mean a variety of things, which are certainly not limited to face-to-face
settings. Some researchers use this term to describe something very narrow and specific, while others use it for
broader groups of people interacting in diverse ways, even though they might be dispersed through time and space.
Learning communities can be as large as a whole school, or as small as a classroom (Busher 2005) or even a subgroup
of learners from a larger cohort who work together with a common goal to provide support and collaboration (Davies et
al. 2005). The concept of community emerges as an ambiguous term in many social science fields.

Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of researching learning communities is the overwhelming acceptance of a term
that is so unclearly defined. Strike (2004) articulated this dilemma through an analogy: “The idea of community may be
like democracy: everyone approves of it, but not everyone means the same thing by it. Beneath the superficial
agreement is a vast substratum of disagreement and confusion” (p. 217). When a concept or image is particularly fuzzy,
some find it helpful to focus on the edges (boundaries) to identify where “it” begins and where “it” ends, and then work
inward to describe the thing more explicitly. We will apply this strategy to learning communities and seek to define a
community by its boundaries.

However, researchers have different ideas about what those boundaries are (Glynn 1981; Lenning and Ebbers 1999;
McMillan and Chavis 1986; Royal and Rossi 1996) and which boundaries are most critical for defining a learning
community. In our review of the literature, we found learning community boundaries often defined in terms of
participants’ sense that they share access, relationships, vision, or function (see Fig. 1). Each of these boundaries
contributes in various ways to different theoretical understandings of a learning community.
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Figure 1. The defining characteristics of learning communities, representing different ways of defining the
boundaries of a community

Community Defined by Access
Access might have been at one point the easiest way to define a community. If people lived close together, they were a
community. If the children attended the same school or classroom, then they were a school or class community. Some
researchers and teachers continue to believe that defining a community is that simple (For example, Kay et al., 2011).

This perception about spatial/geographic communities is common in community psychology research, but also
emerges in education when scholars refer to the “classroom community” as simply a synonym for the group of students
sitting together. Often this concept is paired with the idea of a cohort, or students entering programs of professional or
educational organizations who form a community because they share the same starting time and the same location as
their peers.

However, because of modern educational technologies, the meaning of being “present” or having access to one another
in a community is blurred, and other researchers are expanding the concept of what it means to be “present” in a
community to include virtual rather than physical opportunities for access to other community members.

Rovai et al. (2004) summarized general descriptions of what it means to be a community from many different sources
(Glynn 1981; McMillan 1996; Royal and Rossi 1996; Sarason 1974) and concluded that members of a learning
community need to have “ready access” to each other (Rovai et al. 2004). He argued that access can be attained
without physical presence in the same geographic space. Rovai (2002) previously wrote that learning communities need
a common meeting place, but indicated that this could be a common virtual meeting place. At this common place,
members of the community can hold both social and intellectual interactions, both of which are important for fostering
community development. One reason why many virtual educational environments do not become full learning
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communities is that although the intellectual activity occurs in the learning management system, the social interactions
may occur in different spaces and environments, such as Twitter and Facebook—thus outside of the potential
community.

The negotiation among researchers about what it means to be accessible in a learning community, including whether
these boundaries of access are virtual or physical, is still ongoing. Many researchers are adjusting traditional concepts
of community boundaries as being physical in order to accommodate modern virtual communities. However, many
scholars and practitioners still continue to discuss communities as being bounded by geographic locations and spaces,
such as community college math classrooms (Weissman et al. 2011), preservice teachers’ professional experiences
(Cavanagh and Garvey 2012), and music educator PhD cohorts (Shin 2013). More important is the question of how
significant physical or virtual access truly is. Researchers agree that community members should have access to each
other, but the amount of access and the nature of presence needed to qualify as a community are still undefined.

Community Defined by Relationships
Being engaged in a learning community often requires more than being present either physically or virtually. Often
researchers define learning communities by their relational or emotional boundaries: the emotional ties that bind and
unify members of the community (Blanchard et al. 2011). Frequently a learning community is identified by how close or
connected the members feel to each other emotionally and whether they feel they can trust, depend on, share
knowledge with, rely on, have fun with, and enjoy high quality relationships with each other (Kensler et al. 2009). In this
way, affect is an important aspect of determining a learning community. Often administrators or policymakers attempt
to force the formation of a community by having the members associate with each other, but the sense of community is
not discernible if the members do not build the necessary relational ties. In virtual communities, students may feel
present and feel that others are likewise discernibly involved in the community, but still perceive a lack of emotional
trust or connection.

In our review of the literature, we found what seem to be common relational characteristics of learning communities: (1)
sense of belonging, (2) interdependence or reliance among the members, (3) trust among members, and (4) faith or
trust in the shared purpose of the community.

Belonging
Members of a community need to feel that they belong in the community, which includes feeling like one is similar
enough or somehow shares a connection to the others. Sarason (1974) gave an early argument for the psychological
needs of a community, which he defined in part as the absence of a feeling of loneliness. Other researchers have agreed
that an essential characteristic of learning communities is that students feel “connected” to each other (Baker and
Pomerantz 2000) and that a characteristic of ineffective learning communities is that this sense of community is not
present (Lichtenstein 2005).

Interdependence
Sarason (1974) believed that belonging to a community could best be described as being part of a “mutually supportive
network of relationships upon which one could depend” (p. 1). In other words, the members of the community need
each other and feel needed by others within the community; they feel that they belong to a group larger than the
individual self. Rovai (2002) added that members often feel that they have duties and obligations towards other
members of the community and that they “matter” or are important to each other.

Trust
Some researchers have listed trust as a major characteristic of learning communities (Chen et al. 2007; Mayer et al.
1995; Rovai et al. 2004). Booth’s (2012) focus on online learning communities is one example of how trust is
instrumental to the emotional strength of the learning group. “Research has established that trust is among the key
enablers for knowledge sharing in online communities” (Booth 2012, p. 5). Related to trust is the feeling of being
respected and valued within a community, which is often described as essential to a successful learning community
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(Lichtenstein 2005). Other authors describe this feeling of trust or respect as feeling “safe” within the community (Baker
and Pomerantz 2000). For example, negative or ineffective learning communities have been characterized by conflicts
or instructors who were “detached or critical of students and unable or unwilling to help them” (Lichtenstein 2005, p.
348).

Shared Faith
Part of belonging to a community is believing in the community as a whole—that the community should exist and will be
sufficient to meet the members’ individual needs. McMillan and Chavis (1986) felt that it was important that there be “a
shared faith that members’ needs will be met through their commitment to be together” (p. 9). Rovai et al. (2004)
agreed by saying that members “possess a shared faith that their educational needs will be met through their
commitment to the shared goals and values of other students at the school” (p. 267).

These emotional boundaries not only define face-to-face learning communities, but they define virtual communities as
well—perhaps more so. Because virtual communities do not have face-to-face interaction, the emotional bond that
members feel with the persons beyond the computer screen may be even more important, and the emergence of video
technologies is one method for increasing these bonds (Borup et al. 2014).

Community Defined by Vision
Communities defined by shared vision or sense of purpose are not as frequently discussed as boundaries based on
relationships, but ways members of a community think about their group are important. Rather than feeling like a
member of a community—with a sense of belonging, shared faith, trust, and interdependence—people can define
community by thinking they are a community. They conceptualize the same vision for what the community is about,
share the same mission statements and goals, and believe they are progressing as a community towards the same end.
In short, in terms many researchers use, they have a shared purpose based on concepts that define the boundaries of
the community. Sharing a purpose is slightly different from the affective concept of sharing faith in the existence of the
community and its ability to meet members’ needs. Community members may conceptualize a vision for their
community and yet not have any faith that the community is useful (e.g., a member of a math community who hates
math). Members may also disagree on whether the community is capable of reaching the goal even though they may
agree on what the goal is (“my well intentioned study group is dysfunctional”). Thus conceptual boundaries of a
community of learners are distinct from relational ties; they simply define ways members perceive the community’s
vision. Occasionally the shared conception is the most salient or distinguishing characteristic of a particular learning
community.

Schrum et al. (2005) summarized this characteristic of learning communities by saying that a community is “individuals
who share common purposes related to education” (p. 282). Royal and Rossi (1996) also described effective learning
communities as rich environments for teamwork among those with a common vision for the future of their school and a
common sense of purpose.

Community Defined by Function
Perhaps the most basic way to define the boundaries of a learning community is by what the members do. For example,
a community of practice in a business would include business participants engaged in that work. This type of definition
is often used in education which considers students members of communities simply because they are doing the same
assignments: Participants’ associations are merely functional, and like work of research teams organized to achieve a
particular goal, they hold together as long as the work is held in common. When the project is completed, these
communities often disappear unless ties related to relationships, conceptions, or physical or virtual presence [access]
continue to bind the members together.

The difference between functional boundaries and conceptual boundaries [boundaries of function and boundaries of
vision or purpose] may be difficult to discern. These boundaries are often present simultaneously, but a functional
community can exist in which the members work on similar projects but do not share the same vision or mental focus
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about the community’s purpose. Conversely, a group of people can have a shared vision and goals but be unable to
actually work together towards this end (for example, if they are assigned to different work teams). Members of a
functional community may work together without the emotional connections of a relational community, and members
who are present in a community may occupy the same physical or virtual spaces but without working together on the
same projects. For example, in co-working spaces, such as Open Gov Hub in Washington D.C., different companies
share an open working space, creating in a physical sense a very real community, but members of these separate
companies would not be considered a community according to functional boundaries. Thus all the proposed
community boundaries sometimes overlap but often represent distinctive features.

The importance of functional cohesion in a learning community is one reason why freshman learning communities at
universities usually place cohorts of students in the same classes so they are working on the same projects.
Considering work settings, Hakkarainen et al. (2004) argued that the new information age in our society requires
workers to be capable of quickly forming collaborative teams (or networked communities of expertise) to achieve a
particular functional purpose and then be able to disband when the project is over and form new teams. They argued
that these networked communities are increasingly necessary to accomplish work in the 21st Century.

Relying on functional boundaries to define a learning community is particularly useful with online communities. A
distributed and asynchronously meeting group can still work on the same project and perhaps feel a shared purpose
along with a shared functional assignment, sometimes despite not sharing much online social presence or
interpersonal attachment.

Conclusion
Many scholars and practitioners agree that learning communities “set the ambience for life-giving and uplifting
experiences necessary to advance an individual and a whole society” (Lenning and Ebbers 1999). Because learning
communities are so important to student learning and satisfaction, clear definitions that enable sharing of best
practices are essential. By clarifying our understanding and expectations about what we hope students will be able to
do, learn, and become in a learning community, we can more precisely identify what our ideal learning community would
be like and distinguish this ideal from the less effective/efficient communities existing in everyday life and learning.

In this chapter we have discussed definitions for four potential boundaries of a learning community. Two of these can
be observed externally: access (Who is present physically or virtually?) and function (Who has been organized
specifically to achieve some goal?). Two of these potential boundaries are internal to the individuals involved and can
only be researched by helping participants describe their feelings and thoughts about the community: relationships
(Who feels connected and accepted?) and vision (who shares the same mission or purpose?).

Researchers have discussed learning communities according to each of these four boundaries, and often a particular
learning community can be defined by more than one. By understanding more precisely what we mean when we
describe a group of people as a learning community—whether we mean that they share the same goals, are assigned to
work/learn together, or simply happen to be in the same class—we can better orient our research on the outcomes of
learning communities by accounting for how we erected boundaries and defined the subjects. We can also develop
better guidelines for cultivating learning communities by communicating more effectively what kinds of learning
communities we are trying to develop.
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Application Exercises

Evaluate your current learning community. How can you strengthen your personal learning community?
Make one commitment to accomplish this goal.
Analyze an online group (Facebook users, Twitter users, NPR readers, Pinners on Pinterest, etc.) that you
are part of to determine if it would fit within the four proposed boundaries of a community. Do you feel like
an active member of this community? Why or why not?
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